NEW DECOUPAGE,
NEW TRICKS!
SMALL VERSION 0.5" to 0.75"

The revolutionary new decoupage formula from Martha Stewart Crafts™ is unlike any other on the market: it's
the first and only decoupage finish that's dishwasher safe and machine washable. Use with our accessories
and tools to make the art of decoupage easier and more beautiful than ever!
What is Decoupage? Decoupage is the decoration of a surface with applied paper cutouts or fabric die-cuts,
often finished with varnish or lacquer.
Click here to learn more from Martha herself.

Follow us for more tips, tricks, and inspiration.

pinterest.com/plaidcrafts
youtube.com/plaidcrafts

plaidonline.com

@plaidcrafts

marthastewart.com

FABRIC FINISHES

THE BASICS

Gloss:

Matte:

Fabric-to-Fabric:

Oilcloth:

Creates a shiny finish.

Creates a dull or
non-shiny finish.

Adheres fabric to a fabric
surface. When dry, the
finish is nearly invisible
with little shine.

Achieve a high gloss
effect on fabric surfaces.
Traditional Oilcloth is
a fabric treated with a
waterproof finish. This
formula is water resistant.

Use the basics and other finishes on paper, wood,
glass, metal and many other surfaces. Both formulas
are dishwasher safe.

Use these finishes when working with fabric. Both formulas
are machine washable.

Click here to learn more about the basic finishes.

Click here to learn more about fabric finishes.

SPECIALTY FINISHES

Opalescent:

Glitter:

Coarse Glitter:

Glow-in-the-Dark:

Antique Finish:

Creates a pearlized
tinted finish.

Basic gloss formula with
glitter particles added.

Basic gloss formula
with chunks of glitter.

Make a project glow
(needs to charge in
sunlight).

Create a vintage
or antique look.

Click here to learn more about specialty finishes.

PHOTO TRANSFER FINISHES
TOP COAT
High Gloss Finish:

Light/Clear Surfaces:

Dark Surfaces:

Specially formulated to work on
white/clear surfaces such as glass
and ceramic. It will give a transparent
finish to any project. Works best
when using the decal method.

Specially formulated to work
on dark surfaces. This formula
prevents the dark surface from
showing through the photo.

These formulas are machine washable when used on fabric. When
used on glass, hand washing is recommended.
Click here to learn more about photo transfer finishes.

This is a top coat finish
that is used to create an
epoxy-like, shiny effect.
Use in conjunction with
either the matte or gloss
finish for adhesion. This
is the only formula that is
not washable but can be
cleaned with a damp cloth.

